A density functional theory (DFT) and time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) study on optical transitions in oligo(p-phenylenevinylene)-fullerene dyads and the applicability to resonant energy transfer.
The optical transitions of three different size oligo(p-phenylenevinylene)-fullerene dyads (OPV(n)-MPC(60); n = 2-4) and of the corresponding separate molecules are studied using density functional theory (DFT) and time-dependent density functional theory. The DFT is used to determine the geometries and the electronic structures of the ground states. Transition energies and excited-state structures are obtained from the TDDFT calculations. Resonant energy transfer from OPV(n) to MPC(60) is also studied and the Fermi golden rule is used, along with two simple models to describe the electronic coupling to calculate the energy transfer rates. The hybrid-type PBE0 functional is used with a split-valence basis set augmented with a polarization function (SV(P)) in calculations and the calculated results are compared to the corresponding experimental results. The calculated PBE0 spectra of the OPV(n)-MPC(60) dyads correspond to the experimental spectra very well and are approximately sums of the absorption spectra of the separate OPV(n) and MPC(60) molecules. Also, the absorption energies of OPV(n) and MPC(60) and the emission energies of OPV(n) are predicted well with the PBE0 functional. The PBE0 calculated resonant energy transfer rates are in a good agreement with the experimental rates and show the existence of many possible pathways for energy transfer from the first excited singlet states of the OPV(n) molecules to the MPC(60) molecule.